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Safety Net
Liberty University Aviation
MSI takes a look

L

ike any high-profile leader, the Rev. Jerry Falwell had his fair
share of critics through the years, but what absolutely no
one will deny is that he was a man of vision and inspiration—
with a wealth of chutzpah. The history of Liberty University is
full of the evidence. It was Jerry’s dream four decades ago to start
a college. Its beginnings in 1971 were humble. Today it hosts
11,753 students on a five thousand acre campus with 38,058
more studying off-site. Almost 50,000 total!
Jerry’s dreams for the future were not just improving the
status quo—far from it! For example, it was Jerry’s vision to start
a first-class Law School at a point in time when there was neither money nor room to spare. In five years, the School of Law
has grown to become a highly respected institution providing a
superior legal education with fidelity to the Christian faith.
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I predict God will use you to
build the largest and most
effective missionary aviation program in America.
Rev. Jerry Falwell
email
11:31 p.m.
May 14, 2007

So it should not have come as any great surprise for the
leaders of the fledgling Liberty University flight department to
receive what would be Jerry’s last earthly email shown above.
That email became the inspiration and mandate for what is
happening now—the exponential growth and expansion of the
School of Aeronautics. Liberty University, nestled in the shadow
of Lynchburg, Virginia’s Candler Mountain, is in fact the home
of the world’s fastest growing Christian aviation training school!
Who could have ever imagined?
Behind that simple statement is an incredible story of grit,
determination and vision. What started out five years ago as just
a couple of instructors and a handful of flight students is now
a full-fledged School of Aeronautics boasting 270 students and
thirty faculty and staff. It is, or soon will be, offering degrees
Continued on Page 3

Unintended
Consequences
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and maintain aircraft are only too willing to give that reassurance.
The problem is that we tend to overstate how safe flying is,
then begin to believe it ourselves. In several recent industry safety
seminars that I have attended, the statement has been made that
“We [the aviation safety industry] are a victim of our own success.” Flying has become so safe due to our efforts over the past
50 years that the general public has come to expect that it will be
perfectly safe, with no risks involved. The statistics are compelling,
especially for scheduled airline service, but risks still exist. Flight
and maintenance crews instinctively understand that there are
risks, but sometimes it is easy to lull ourselves into minimizing or
underestimating those risks.
The danger arises when our perception of risk does not match
the reality of risk. When we perceive a lower level of risk than is
actually there, we are set up perfectly for an accident due to our
complacency. We go about our duties thinking everything is fine,
not noticing that circumstances or events may be linking together
into an accident chain that could cost us dearly.
Our perception of risk, in turn, is driven by a complex interplay of many factors, including our experience, knowledge, feelings, awareness, and abilities.
Almost all of us perform best when we perceive a certain
amount of risk. We concentrate and pay closer attention when there
is something at stake— allowing the mind and body to fully engage.
The challenge, therefore, is to find ways to allow or keep a healthy
perception of risk in place (at least for the crewmembers or operators) even when safety measures are put to use. Failure to do so can
lead to some unintended consequences! And we always want to be

everal years ago, in a conversation with a road designer here
in Tennessee, the question was asked as to why so many of
the small back roads had not been widened and improved in order
to improve safety and reduce accidents. His answer was surprising. He stated that research and experience had shown that when
roads were widened and improved, accidents actually tended to
increase due to people driving faster and more carelessly!
This exchange came to mind again recently as I was reading
the April 2009 issue of Popular Mechanics. In an article entitled
Safety Through Danger?, Glenn Harlan Reynolds notes: “The decades-long effort to make highways straighter, wider and bettermarked, with more guardrails and rumble strips, has eliminated
one class of dangers only to foster another; the complacent driver
with a cellphone in one hand and a cup of coffee in the other, steering the vehicle with a knee while occasionally glancing at what’s
ahead.” He goes on to make a compelling argument to consider
designing things like cars, roads, sporting gear, and athletic equipment to feel less safe or give an impression of danger, thus making
people pay more attention to driving and acting circumspectly.
This discussion has direct bearing on the world of aviation.
As vast improvements have been made over the last 50 years, aviation has become safer—remarkably so. Passengers in aircraft want
to be assured that they are safe, especially because they feel so exposed and not in control of their travel. No matter who we are,
the act of hurtling through the sky—miles above the surface—is
one we as human beings find amazing and somewhat uncomfortable—especially when we first take to the air. We seek reassurance
that there is no possibility of getting hurt, and those of us who fly

Making Safety a Way of Life!
Jon Egeler
President
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David Young, Dean of the School of
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Aeronautics at Liberty University, retired as Brigadier General from the
U.S. Air Force after 29 years of distinguished service. A pilot, he served in
the Vietnam War and is a recipient of
the Distinguished Service Medal and
many other awards. He joined Liberty
University in 1997. Prior to his present
position, Dr. Young served as Executive
Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer of the University.
David says Liberty University is
“committed to excellence and meeting
the needs of our students, we continue
to add new programs and FAA certifications to provide the best training and
opportunity for our pilots and aircraft
mechanics entering missionary, military
or commercial aviation.”

Ernie Rogers, Chair, Department of
Aviation, is no stranger to aviation. Following graduation from college, he went
into the Naval Aviation Training Command in Pensacola, earned his Naval
Aviator Wings and was on active duty
in the fleet for eight years. Following
this he began flight instructing at the
Navy Primary Flight Training School.
After 27 years in the Navy, God led him
to Liberty University. He says “It is an
awesome privilege and responsibility to
again mentor and train student pilots to
become professional aviators and Champions for Christ. . . we are committed to
train the next generation of missionary,
commercial and military pilots in an
environment where they will grow academically, socially, and spiritually.
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in fixed wing and rotary winged flight, aircraft maintenance, air traffic control and flight
attendant duties. The courses of study are presently being realigned to provide tracks for
military, commercial and mission aviation. All this in five years!
What a great accomplishment for a young aviation program! Jerry had the vision,
but it also took the hard work of many dedicated individuals to bring this expanding vision of an aviation department—with special emphasis on missionary aviation—to reality. Along with the growing faculty and staff, Liberty University owes a great debt to the
leadership of Dave Young and Ernie Rogers.

MSI’s Visit to Liberty University
Every organization participating in the MSI Regional Safety Verification Program
(RSVP) receives an initial MSI safety consultation to help it reduce its operational risks.
This includes schools as well as mission agencies operating anywhere in the world. The
RSVP program, when coupled with AIRMAP, is intentionally cooperative in character with
all the other agencies participating in it. And, by nature of any cooperative arrangement, if
one participant suffers a loss, all of the participants suffer collectively. Conversely, one participant’s success is not only celebrated by all, but tangible benefits are designed to accrue to all.
It therefore stands to reason that it is worth a great deal of time and effort up front to make
sure that risk, accidents and financial losses are minimized as much as possible.
That is why an MSI team of experts arrived on scene at Liberty University in April
of this year to give the School of Aeronautics a thorough looking-over. It was a daunting
task to examine the facilities and interview dozens of staff and students in a three day
time frame, but that’s a typical price that gets paid during an MSI Safety Consultation for
getting the results that are needed. Liberty’s School of Aeronautics might be growing by
leaps and bounds, but it is also growing with the care, commitment and oversight needed
to take it safely to the next level. Well done guys! May your efforts begun so well continue
and add up to a great safety record for your school.
Steve Quigg
MSI Vice President of Field Services
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IAMA 2009
at

I

n May, Liberty University hosted
the 38th annual gathering of the
International Association of Missionary Aviation (IAMA). These
yearly “family reunions” of mission
aviation operators and wannabes
never fail to energize and inspire,
and once a person pays a visit, they
keep coming back for more fellowship, more sharing of news and
more networking with other friends
and colleagues working in this business of mission aviation.

Sandy Toomer explains the development
of the new IAMA website

Twenty-six organizational reps provided
plenty of news. Keynote speaker Dr. Ben Gutierrez, dean of Liberty University Online, and banquet speaker Reverend Jonathan Falwell, senior
pastor of Thomas Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg, provided better than first-class inspiration.
Add to that special presenters like David Dose of
the Fort Sherman Academy; Sandy Toomer, webmaster for the new IAMAnet.org website; and Lee
Smoll of the Missionary Aviation Support Association (MASA), who provided the needed instruction and updates for the upcoming EAA AirVenture at Oshkosh. Trust me, this was good stuff!

IAMA
President
Chuck Daly presents
appreciation to Rob
and Teena Ray. The
Rays have assumed
responsibility for coordinating the IAMA
efforts in preparation
for the special emphasis on mission aviation
at EAA AirVenture
2009 in Oshkosh.
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Text by Steve Quigg
Photos by Joe Hopkins

Lee and Ken Smoll. Lee is Executive
Director of MASA. This agency provides extraordinary ministry at EAA
AirVenture in arranging hospitality
for mission agency exhibitors.

Alaska Pete and Repeat

Pete and Repeat got into a boat.
Pete fell out.
Who was left?
. . . Repeat!

A

SOAR (Service & Outreach Alaska to Russia) flies to Russia
to help with camps and to deliver “stuffed stockings” or Easter
backpacks to the children. They purchase the goodies in Russia,
stuff the stockings or backpacks there and then distribute
them to children in need.
Arctic Barnabas flies teams into the villages and
works to encourage the pastors and their families
and also the village people. They do tea parties
in the villages also.
Samaritan’s Purse flies teams
into remote villages and Russia and
helps rebuild damaged buildings or feed
disaster victims and may hold a VBS for children at the same time.
MARC (Mission Aviation Repair Center) repairs aircraft
from other mission groups needing a maintenance helping hand
and they also stay very busy making flights for those living in the
villages needing rides to Bible camps, retreats, etc.

laska. America’s final frontier. The
home of King Salmon, giant
moose, eagles, and mosquitoes the size
of cell phones. What better setting than the
Kenai Peninsula with smoking Mount Redoubt
as a backdrop to do some serious safety work! With
the highest percentage of pilots of any state in the union,
and with its thousands of miles of pristine wilderness,
there’s no better place anywhere for pilots to strut their
stuff than in America’s forty-ninth state. The Kenai Peninsula
is home to four of MSI’s very active members— SOAR, Arctic
Barnabas, Samaritan’s Purse, and MARC. Since it had been four
years since our previous visit, May proved to be the perfect time to
do our Mount Redoubt Return.
This time we evaluated three of these aviation organizations
and provided a three day safety seminar for 30 pilots and mechanics
from all four missions:
Pictures in both Alaska
aricles by Steve Quigg
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Tell you what, these
the wives during the women’s
guys are good! Anyone who
sessions and consultation
can safely operate in Alaska’s
interviews.
extremes has got to be a cut
Like the author of
above the norm. It can go
Hebrews who found that
from 50 below during 24
time was too short to talk
hours of winter darkness to
about all of the Hall of
Heels over head in Jim Holt’s’ water egress training
100 degrees above during 24
Famers of faith (Hebrews
hours of summer daylight
11:32), time is too short
in a mere six months. Storms can be unpredictable and severe. and pages are too limited to tell about the exploits of Jerry Miel
And alternates are few and far between if your winged beast and Matt Zeigler, two of the other volunteers on this trip, who
doesn’t come equipped with oversized tundra tires. Considering are bound to show up often in future Safety Net articles. They
the quality of the clientele we were about to work with during our have committed to being area supervisors for the Regional Safety
safety consultations and seminar, we figured we’d better load this Verification Program (RSVP) which means that they’re a cut
MSI team with some of our finest volunteers.
above the rest in terms of vision and commitment to raising the
Truth be told, volunteers are the name of the game for MSI’s bar of safety across the missionary aviation world. Or Jim Holt,
ministry and they have proven to be some of our finest assets. who went literally thousands of miles out of his way to provide
Lean and mean as an organization, MSI looks to volunteers to thousands of dollars worth of underwater egress training to
fill the holes of expertise that we couldn’t possibly afford to fill the seminar participants out of the goodness of his heart. Or
otherwise. Take Clarke the Soldotna Bible Chapel staff who provided the support and
McNeace, for example. His facilities to make a safety seminar happen in comfort. Or George
record as a naval aviator, Stewart who gleaned a Barany chair from the FAA to demonstrate
airline captain, and training first-hand that God didn’t really create humankind to fly!
officer is stellar. He made
his way into our volunteer
fold at the recommendation
of Jay Hopkins, one of our
other quality volunteers. Jay,
a monthly contributor to
Flying magazine, attended
one of Clarke’s upset
recovery courses a few years
ago and ended up using that
experience as the basis for
one of his training articles.
During a conversation in
between flights, Jay learned
of Clarke’s interest in
missionary aviation work
and recommended that he
Clarke McNeace
get in touch with MSI. The
Steve gets dizzy in George Stewart’s Barany chair
rest is proverbial history.
I’ll tell you what, you
might think you know
But the real heroes of the whole affair were the pilots and
why and how a particular mechanics of the missions we served who labor on a daily basis
airplane stalls, but once you to bring the Good News of Jesus Christ to the people of Alaska’s
sit through one of Clarke’s presentations, you’ll wonder if you had frontier and Russia’s Far East. There is no doubt that we’ll be back
ever understood anything about the process at all. He really is that to see the steam rising again out of Mount Redoubt’s volcanic core.
good and the response from the audience of missionary pros at the But the question needs to be asked, “After a terrific two weeks of
safety seminar was overwhelmingly enthusiastic and positive. The service to these faithful servants, what’s possibly left to be done?”
additional bonus of having Clarke on the team was that he came
Repeat. No doubt about a Mount Redoubt Return!
packaged with his wife Rebecca who had a wonderful impact on
Steve Quigg
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Alaskan Aviation Safety—a Wife’s Perspective

Y

ou usually hear all about the guy’s stuff—for a change let’s
talk about the two sessions of ministry to the women!
Even while a number of “Tea Party” protests were taking
place across the Lower 48, twenty women gathered in the city of
Kenai for our first session and a taste of the real thing. Each gal
was to bring 4 or 5 bags of her favorite tea, and several more were
asked to bring tea sandwiches or salads. Our hostess laid out the

finest of her finery and a wide variety of tea cups and we were on
our way. After a general introduction, we picked our favorite tea
cup to use and got our food. To get the women talking—as if they
needed inspiration!—there were little folded cards on the tables
with conversation starter questions. Interspersed throughout
the meal, we had someone from each of the 4 flight programs
share a bit about the work their program was involved with.

After the meal, we got down to the real business at hand. scheduled to fly/repair a plane the next day, then he arrives at work
Rebecca McNeace, who along with her husband Clarke, was on fatigued. If we tell him, as he is leaving for work, that he “had better
her second MSI trip to help with the consultation
be home by 5 p.m. because of Susie’s birthday
interviews and the “Ladies Events,” used the array
party,” then that puts a lot of pressure on him to
of tea cups to illustrate the way that the Lord has
get home on time. But if he is out flying to a village
gifted everyone uniquely for His purpose. I then
and the weather gets a little problematic, what is he
shared the idea that many times our cups in life
to do? If he pushes to get home and ends up flying
get bumped and then ‘stuff ’ spills out. Many times
into the side of a mountain, the end result certainly
what spills out is not what we want, and certainly
doesn’t match up to the good intention. They
not what God would like to see. We looked at the
call that scenario ‘get-homeitis,’ one of the deadly
different kinds of ‘stuff ’ which might be found in
temptations of aviators all over the world. To close
our life’s cups, and then I gave them some real life
out the evening, I encouraged the women to show
scenarios to consider. They had to give 2 different
their men the love and respect that they need, and
responses to each scenario: 1) an example of how
to make sure to comment on the things they do to
we react in a worldly way; 2) an example of how
support the family. We all need major reminders
God would want us to react. Boy, did we ever have
to keep our relationships with husbands fresh and
Rebecca McNeace
a good time discussing those situations!
loving. It is such fun and so rewarding being able
The second session for the women was held
to challenge women and help them be better wives.
the following week and the topic was “How to Love Your Man”. We
We truly enjoy the work God has given us to do and love
talked about how we can help keep our husbands safe and how to being able to do it. Your support for us allowed us to bless those
encourage them. As aviator wives, what we do in the home and how who are blessing so many others in the bush regions of Alaska and
we say goodbye to our man affects their work in the air or in the the Russia Far East. May the Lord richly bless you in return!
hanger. If we expect him to get up with the baby at night when he is
Gail Quigg
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From
the
Files

T

he pilot of the turbo-charged Piper Aztec was having a busy
day. He had picked the plane up around 1:00 p.m. from the
shop where it had just undergone a 100 hour inspection, had already flown two legs and refueled, and was headed back to home
base with a load of six passengers. It was now 5:25 p.m. and, as
he prepared for takeoff, another mission Cessna 206 took off just
ahead of him.
Seven minutes later, the 206 pilot was startled to hear a distress call from the Aztec: “Mayday, Mayday, Mayday. I have a fire in
my starboard engine and I am now feathering the engine—stand by.”
Banking his aircraft, the
206 pilot spotted the Aztec almost directly below him, heading toward a small airport a
little over a mile to the north.
Despite being several thousand
feet above the Aztec, he could see smoke and flashes of orange flame
coming from the engine nacelle and streaming back. At first, it appeared that the Aztec was going to land to the west on the single
east-west runway, and was setting up for a close downwind, but apparently he was too high and fast. He instead chose to position for
a downwind for landing to the east.
The pilot of the 206 heard the Aztec pilot make another call,
announcing his intentions to land, and stating that the right engine
was completely on fire, and there was a lot of flame out the back.
He observed the Aztec continuing the downwind leg, but just as
it passed abeam the western end of the runway, there was a fiery
explosion, and the plane rolled to the right as the right wing separated from the aircraft.
Subsequent investigation determined that the landing gear
was down, the left engine was producing full power at impact, and
there had been an intense fire in the right engine nacelle which was
not contained by the firewall, but had moved back into the rear
nacelle and landing gear well area.
The fire seemed to originate near where a fuel line fitting that
attached the line from the engine driven fuel pump to the fuel injector servo was found loose by about a third of a turn. The fire had
proceeded to burn through several oil lines, the fiberglass cowl, an
aluminum turbo-charger oil tank, and the fuel tank lines upstream
of the selector valve. The airframe, wing spar, landing gear, and fuel
and hydraulic lines in the nacelle were extensively damaged.
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Testing done on the fuel line fitting showed that at fuel flows
adjusted for normal climb power, with the fitting finger tight, only
a barely detectable weep resulted. With the fitting loosened a sixth
of a turn, fuel sprayed out at a rate of more than 10 gallons per
hour, and with the fitting loosened by a third of a turn, fuel escaped at 15 gallons per hour.
The licensed mechanic who had performed the 100 hour inspection was very highly regarded. He confirmed that he had disconnected the fuel line in question in order to service a screen in
the fuel injector. Just as he was reconnecting the line, he had been
called to help his assistant mechanic, who was having trouble with
reinstalling the right magneto. Leaving the fitting finger tight, he
had gotten up and gone to the other side of the engine to advise his
assistant, staying to watch him complete the magneto re-installation. Shortly afterwards, the aircraft was jacked, and the airframe
inspection began.
The following morning, the licensed mechanic was a bit late
in getting to the hangar, and found that the engine cowlings were
already being installed when he arrived. Despite being momentarily startled—because he normally did a complete general inspection of the entire engine before installing the cowlings—he
decided that it would be OK to leave them on, as the upper outboard panels could be left
off, allowing the engine to
be inspected for leaks after the run-up. When the
run-up was completed, the
mechanic had checked for
leaks through the open panel and everything had appeared normal.
Based on the bench tests of the fuel line fitting, the finger
tight nut would not have shown signs of leakage at that point, and
it was not until later when the nut began to loosen due to engine
vibrations that fuel began to spray out on the very hot turbo-charger, igniting the fire. It is calculated that the aircraft was most likely
at 5,000 feet when the fire became evident to the pilot. The airport
he was heading for was only about 4 miles away at that point, so
his decision to try to land there was very understandable.
In the wake of this accident, questions have been asked regarding the principles a pilot should base his decisions on when
faced with a serious in-flight fire. Some pilots may have been
taught that there is a certain time available to get the airplane to an
acceptable landing site. Others may have been taught that the most
important thing is to get the plane on the ground as soon as possible irrespective of an ideal landing area. Subsequent to this accident and another similar accident involving a Beech Queenair, the
Australian CAA concluded that “the main spar of a typical light
twin-engined aircraft, subjected to the effects of an intense fire in
the rear of the engine nacelle, is likely to fail within two minutes.”
[Italics the author’s]
The entire aviation world, along with missionary aviation
learned a number of valuable lessons from this accident that are
still valid today:
1. Avoid distractions when accomplishing critical work.

b. Leave the fitting completely disconnected and
attach a red flag warning that the installation is
incomplete.
The red flag should alert everyone to complete the installation of the fitting, but if not, when they attempted to start the engine, the disconnected fitting would leak fuel and make it obvious
something was wrong.
As often happens, there is a lot of human factor information
missing that would be available if the mechanic had focused on using the Mistake/Incident Analysis Worksheet. Reading between the
lines, the fact that the mechanic was late the following day indicates
to me that he was likely somewhat stressed at that time, and possibly
distracted by other issues. That is when he fell into:

2. Always double-check critical work.
3. In the case of an in-flight fire, get the aircraft on the ground
ASAP.
4. Firewalls need to be designed to contain and stop an engine fire—avoid holes and possible breach points.
5. Flammable fluid lines in the engine compartment should
be shielded by a fireproof sleeve.
Although many may be familiar with this accident, some may
have not heard of it. I thought it would be good to publish this account
for two reasons: first, because this was a landmark accident that had a
very far-reaching and profound impact on how we do things in aviation maintenance and flight crew actions when facing an in-flight fire;
and second, I wanted to see what additional insights and lessons the
application of Error Prevention principles might reveal.
Jon Egeler
Analysis:

TRAP THREE
The mechanic had a “pinch” that he should take the
cowling off and do a complete general inspection like
he always does, but he did not listen to the pinch and
instead decided to relax his standards in this case.
It is unfortunately often true that the one time we relax our
standards is the one time it really makes a difference. This leads us
to three more important tools:

The timing of this case study was amazing, although as a Christian I am getting used to numerous “just so happened” events. In this
case, it just so happened that I had just written my monthly article
for the July issue of Flying on an inflight fire in a Cessna 310 after
the circuit breaker to the radar was reset. The final sentence reads:
“If there is any indication the fire is growing, such as increasing
smoke or heat, don’t try to make it to an airport, but get the airplane
on the ground as soon as possible while trying to avoid damage or
injury to people on the ground. You literally may only have a minute
or two left before you are overcome by the smoke and heat, or the
fire causes damage that makes it impossible to control the airplane.”
Realistically, if there was an airport in sight I think it would
be very hard to land short of the runway; however that is what we
need to prepare ourselves to do. Hopefully stories like these will
serve the purpose of preparing others to make that very difficult
decision.
Of course the most important point would be to avoid the
fire in the first place. This mechanic fell prey to several classic traps
when he was interrupted just as he was about to complete a task.

TOOL TWO—THE PINCH
Focus in and be aware of any pinches – that uneasy
feeling that something isn’t right. When you get that
uncomfortable feeling, say something out loud to
shock yourself and others into determining why you
feel that way and then take the appropriate action.
TOOL THREE—CONSERVATIVE RESPONSE RULETM
Any time there is even the slightest doubt, take the
most conservative response. In this case the Conservative Response Rule would have led the mechanic to
stick to his plan, remove the cowling, and do a complete general inspection.
TOOL FOUR—AESOPTM
AESOP is a very powerful tool to catch that one thing we
missed. It is especially useful because it typically takes less than
a minute to complete, even when done slowly and carefully. This
mechanic could have benefited from AESOP both at the end of
the first day and at the beginning of the second day. It would have
been especially helpful due to the distractions he was experiencing
and the fact that he was late the following morning. Here is how it
might have gone for this mechanic. [When doing AESOP, the “S”
for Situation comes last.]

TRAP ONE
If you get distracted when you are about to do something, your brain can check that item off your mental
list as completed.
TRAP TWO
The mechanic left the fitting finger tight intending to
come back later to finish the job.
TOOL ONE – RESPONDING TO DISTRACTIONS
Never depend on remembering to do something, especially when you have been interrupted. In this case
the mechanic had two options:
a. Tell the assistant mechanic to please wait while
he finished tightening the fitting.

Assignment – Is the assignment clear/complete?
No—I never completed installing the fuel fitting.
Equipment—Are there any equipment issues? Did I miss
		
anything?
Yes—The fuel fitting is not secure.
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Obstacles—Is there anything else that did or could trip
me up?
Yes—Distractions
Personnel—Tired? Stressed? Distracted?
Yes—“Stuff ” is down.
Situation—Green/Yellow/Red
Red—Unfinished items need to be secured.
AESOP helps us to focus in when we are stressed and distracted.
While we cannot be sure what the outcome of AESOP would have
been for this mechanic, it has been shown to be very powerful in helping others to remember that one thing they missed. If this mechanic
had taken a minute to do AESOP, it is very possible he would have realized his mistake and been able to take the necessary corrective action.
Jay Hopkins

MSI Safety Award Presentation

Reader Comments:

In his analysis of the events in the “Failed Go-Around” article appearing in the March 2009 issue of Safety Net, Jay Hopkins indicated
that “In the mission field, a go-around after landing is rarely successful.” I disagree with that statement. I have done many myself and have
seen others do them. I have also seen some fail to go around when they
should have, and others try to go around when they should not have.
Both types ended in accidents. The problem comes when the pilot has
not selected an appropriate abort point for landing. In some cases, we
are committed before touchdown; in other cases we can touch down,
roll, test brakes, and then go if it is not acceptable and do the maneuver
successfully. The pilot must figure out the abort point ahead of time,
based upon the good training, experience, measurements and calculations made, and then stick to it wholeheartedly, never second-guessing
a worsening situation—you’ll almost always be wrong if you try to
second-guess after working out the ‘math.’
Rolland Trempert
MAF-US Manager of Safety.
When I wrote “in the mission field,” I was picturing in my mind the
extremely short, difficult, one way strips that are used by missionary pilots
in some areas. These strips typically do not allow for a go round once on
the runway, and sometimes even on final approach. Obviously there are
many other landing strips and even airports in use by missionary pilots, so
I completely agree with Rolland that I should have indicated I was referring
to landing strips with a published abort point somewhere prior to landing.
If there is no published abort point, then Rolland is correct that it is up
to the pilot come up with one, conservatively allowing for the variables he
mentioned.
Jay Hopkins
The introduction of the From the Files series of accident summaries has
been well received by many. Reader feedback is welcomed. Address letters
to Safety Net Editor, Mission Safety International, 328 E. Elk Avenue,
Suite 1, Elizabethton, TN 37643-3351. When responding via email, the
address jegeler@msisafety.org is preferred.
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aryl Bussert, JAARS, Inc., Director of Aviation
Safety, received the Joseph G. Hopkins, Jr. Safety Award at the IAMA 2009 Conference at Liberty
University. For only the second time in its twenty-six
year history, MSI bestowed its highest honor on a person who has exhibited the same commitment and drive
for improving missionary aviation safety as its founder,
Joe Hopkins. Long involved in safety efforts and wellrespected in the mission aviation world, the award was
granted “for his significant and untiring efforts to improve the safety of mission aviation and for encouraging the sharing of resources, knowledge, and expertise
for the benefit of all.”
Congratulations Daryl—way to go!

the News
New IAMA President

Introduction

Joe Hopkins Photo

T

his year’s IAMA event was a particularly meaningful one for
MSI. Jon Egeler, MSI’s president and CEO, was very visible
throughout the event. He led two of the conference sessions by focusing everyone’s attention on aviation safety and the resulting consequences of what happens when it is found to be in short supply. During the IAMA business meeting, Jon was honored by his peers by
being elected president of IAMA for the next two-year term. IAMA
has recently transformed itself from a laid back, loosely knit association of mission aviation organizations into a much more meaningful
and effective force for shaping missionary aviation policy and direction. Jon’s election demonstrates the confidence the membership has
in his ability to further shape and define their collective future.

A

fter seven years of excellent service in
the office of MSI, Kristy Vines retired
from this ministry in early spring. For these
many years, she was most often the first
voice to be heard when anyone called in.
Thank you so much, Kristy. You are missed!
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Kristy Vines Retires

Mary Moose with the Lord

M

ary Moose, beloved wife of long-time
MSI Founding Board member Capt.
Terry Moose, passed from this life into the
next on Friday, May 15, 2009. We extend
condolances to Terry and the family.
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Stan’s extensive experience in safety and quality auditing over
the past 17 years, overseas travel, working with different cultures, and
knowledge of missionary aviation, combined with his considerable
training in his field, will be a big asset to MSI’s Regional Safety
Verification Program (RSVP).
Stan is a private pilot and A&P. Over the past 23 1/2
years at Northwest Airlines Stan held positions as an aircraft
mechanic, lead mechanic, foreman, contract maintenance
manager, QA auditor, senior audit administrator, and quality
assurance manager.
Stan and Sandy, his wife of twenty-nine years, reside in
Prior Lake, Minnesota. Sandy works for Levi Strauss & Co. as a
merchandise coordinator. They have two children. Daughter Jamie
is married and lives in Portland, Oregon, and works for the Cannon
Corporation. Son Jeremy lives in Minnesota and is currently a full
time student working on his Doctor of Chiropractic.
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MSI

is very pleased
to announce
the arrival of our newest staff
member, Stan Schmoe. Stan
is no stranger to missionary
aviation, having previously
served with the Mission
Aviation Fellowship in
Redlands, CA, volunteering
on many trips and living in
various places around the
Sandy & Stan Schmoe
world. Stan also served for
over 3 1/2 years with Wycliffe Bible Translators in Colombia and
Ecuador, South America.
His most recent employment before joining MSI was with
Northwest Airlines as Quality Assurance Manager, where he
was responsible for oversight of the quality of their outsourced
aircraft maintenance activity.

It’s Like Mom’s Love and Apple Pie
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t has become an annual rite of passage at Moody Aviation.
Every spring, without fail, the shop closes, the planes fall silent,
the classrooms empty out, and the faithful gather in the hallowed
hangar to spend two days in a commitment to a higher cause. This
is not a worship experience, but rather a corporate declaration that
Moody Aviation isn’t willing to accept the safety status quo as being
“good enough”. That is a profound commitment by an organization
that has a safety record most would envy. However, just as a flight
can be flown “successfully” from take-off to touchdown without
ever being flown safely, Moody recognizes that an accident-free
year of operation doesn’t mean that things are as they should be.
The organizational lives of Moody Aviation and Mission
Safety International have been intimately intertwined for decades.
It was twenty-six years ago that MSI’s founder Joe Hopkins took
the bold step of leaving Moody Aviation’s flight instructor ranks
to set up shop in an empty Moody office in order to service the
safety needs of mission aviation programs around the world. Joe
found Moody to be a convenient and fertile test bed for trying out
new safety ideas and initiatives which would later show up in other
organizations. Moody, in turn, discovered a steady and discernable
improvement in its accident rate as a result of Joe’s attention—as
well as a marked improvement in its bottom line. Could it really
be that this safety stuff actually saved money as well as lives and
airplanes? Indeed, Moody found that it could and did.

Safety seminars soon came to be an integral part of the
Moody training experience and year after year MSI called upon its
growing rank of experienced volunteers to bring their expertise to
the show. That’s how people like John Testrake of TWA 847 fame;
Dan Manningham, a Boeing 747 Captain with United Airlines
and writer for Business & Commercial Aviation; Charlie Duke,
Apollo astronaut and moon walker; Terry Moose, American
Airlines Training Captain; and Dwight McSmith, NASA engineer
and crash expert all came to grace the halls and safety seminars of
Moody Aviation. Their impact was profound and their legacy not
easily forgotten.
But time and change inevitably take their toll. Moody
Aviation and MSI no longer share the same address or even the
same hometown, Joe is no longer at the helm of the MSI ship, and
Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

obituaries have replaced the biographical sketches of too many of
the seminar presenters of years past. But the heritage of the Moody
Aviation Safety Seminar lives on. So does Moody’s commitment
to running a safe operation. And so does their safety-enhanced
bottom line. At this year’s seminar in Spokane, names like Jay
Hopkins, Mike Doiron, and Ned Linch graced the headlines.
Their credentials were typically impeccable—Jay is a monthly
contributor to Flying magazine as well as founder and president of
the Error Prevention Institute; Mike is an expert safety consultant
who spent over thirty years working with Transport Canada at
jobs as diverse as being manager of the Halifax Airport to being a
principal investigator of the SwissAir 111 crash; Ned is a retired
Air Force safety officer, F-16 pilot and decorated Gulf War hero.
Their impact on the participants was real and profound.
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Quotes from the post-seminar commitment cards:
l “I commit to admitting my mistakes and sharing
them with others for their benefit.”
l “I’m going to use Error Prevention techniques
before every flight.”
l “I will keep a dietary journal to see how what I eat
affects my performance.”
l “I won’t be afraid to divert, even if the situation
doesn’t appear highly dangerous.”
l “I will consider the potential outcome of a decision
before I take action.”
l “I commit to using the Conservative Response Rule
for the sake of my family and the organization.”
l “I will eat healthier and sleep enough—and won’t
fly if I don’t.”
l “I will not be so driven to push ahead, but take a
breath and rethink the situation when needed.”
l “I will be as disciplined away from work as at work.”
Such is the stuff that makes the heart of a safety officer sing.
But this is also the stuff that these missionary pilots-to-be will
someday take with them onto the mission field. Their passengers
will never know the great cloud of witnesses that will be along on
every flight, but the results will be obvious.
Rest easy, Joe. Your legacy lives on!
Steve Quigg

Safety Net is published quarterly by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate.
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.

